Why CoreStack?

- Accurately and continuously assess the current state of financial operations (FinOps) maturity.
- Gain multi-cloud cost visibility and drive accountability through tagging compliance.
- Improve financial predictability through budgets and real-time cost anomaly reporting.
- Identify underutilized, orphaned, and idle resources.
- Automate to remediate and work with the existing operations workflows.

Product overview

CoreStack is a multi-cloud governance platform that empowers enterprises to rapidly achieve continuous and autonomous cloud governance at scale. CoreStack delivers predictable outcomes such as 40 percent decrease in cloud costs by governing operations, security, cost, access, and resources across cloud platforms. It also ensures 100 percent compliance with major industry standards, regulations, and best practices. CoreStack offers a unique cloud-as-code approach that uses deep artificial intelligence and machine learning, declarative definitions, and a patented cloud service-chaining technology.

Product features

Achieve continuous and autonomous cloud governance

- Build a secure, high-performing, resilient, and efficient infrastructure with next generation multi-cloud governance.
- Actualize cloud governance best practices for cloud operations, security, compliance, access and resource by implementing a well-architected framework.

Optimize cloud costs

- Assess FinOps maturity and efficiently manage multi-cloud costs with financial accountability, budgets, and forecasts through a unified and seamless experience.
- Provision the workspaces or virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) with the right configuration and scale as needed.

Identify and mitigate security threats

- Streamline security operations (SecOps) with a real-time, unified visibility into security threats, attacks and vulnerability data, and enable remediation for assured security.
- Detect configuration drifts from security baselines and regulatory benchmarks and fix them before they transform into business risks.
How it works

CoreStack offers a cloud-native service with a unique cloud-as-code approach that uses deep artificial intelligence and machine learning, declarative definitions, and a patented chaining technology. The platform continually innovates to enable enterprises to harness the real power of cloud.

Differentiators

- Chain disparate Amazon Web Services (AWS) automatically to achieve comprehensive governance.
- On-board any new AWS service tied to governance within days instead of weeks.
- Gain data-driven actionable intelligence into various business-critical facets of cloud such as operations, security, costs, and compliance.
Data Points

- 500+ Employee count
- $250M+ Annual revenue
- $1M+ AWS Cloud spend

Additional Resources

- Case studies
- User guide
- Request demo

Solution available in AWS Marketplace